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Present: Janos (chair), Mary (notes), Paul. Apologies: Ashburn, Dagem, Ahmet, Bob, Ellena, John 
Mc, Henry, Kyle, Lilias, Philip, Sandra, Steve, Trevor, William

Mary had been asked to give a presentation on Local Exchange Trading Schemes, and 
referred to a presentation of slides that she had evolved for presentations at earlier meetings:   
Local Exchange Trading Schemes: Integrated Community Currency Model - ICCmodel.

The basic idea in LETS is Mutual Credit, meaning that members can credit each other with the 
group’s own currency from their own accounts without having to borrow from a bank.  A database 
holding members details, and offers and wants, as well as recording transactions, is kept, and 
managed by a committee, often called a Core Group, which also supports members by arranging 
socials and facilitating trading, as a team effort, each taking on a specific task.  In the original paper-
based systems, groups used spreadsheets or databases customised from software such as Access.  
More recent web-based systems use a MySQL/PHP software called Local Exchange,  which displays 
data in web-pages that are accessible to members, when logged in:  http://www.localexchange.org.uk  

Origin of LETS arrived in the UK via paper by David Weston given at the 1985 TOES Conference 
describing his work on the Green Dollar in Vancouver Island. Michael Linton combined this with 
business barter and founded the LETSystems Trust. Liz Shephard founded LETSlink UK in 1991 to, 
support LETS schemes as grass-roots self-help membership organisations with AGMs appointing the
core group. A later development was Timebanking, a professional/client volunteering-based model 
where the currency is the “hour”, which has less emphasis on the economy and more on pastoral care. 

A key idea in understanding where LETS fits into the economy is the idea of Transaction Zones:  
One slide portrays these, with an outer zone, the “Mainstream Economy” where national currency is 
used, within which is an area called “Community” for Local Exchange Trading, within which is Inner 
Core for Family, Friends and Volunteering), where there are no formal calculations, but there is still a 
“felt” score, in which + and – do not always result in a zero.  A later development of this idea is a 
diagram of a Permaculture Plot, which is planned so that flowers and herbs are near the house, further 
away is the vegetable plot, then the orchard, then the wild woods.  This illustrate what happens within
a LETS where there is a tendency for members to become friends, and begin trading in the garden or 
even the house rather than in the vegetable patch, so trades are no longer recorded in any currency.  
Another tendency might be for members to say they can’t afford to do it for CC so the trade moves to 
the outer zone.  Either way, organisers have to be resourceful in constantly attracting new members to
keep the system vibrant.  Nowadays piecemeal employment is referred to as “the gig economy”. 

MF/mf/180222– see other information and links on:  http://globaltable.org.uk/wp/archives/6973 
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